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Pay attention, and pay it now.
   –Stephen Colbert (Moe)

This is the bestest evil of all time and also in all of history and in some of the other stuff too.
   –Tony “The Word Wizard” Schwartz (Larry)

I'm ascared.
   –Michael Moore (Curly)

Read it, then swear to us that you will destroy yourself. It's that dangerous.
   –Oprah, speaking for all of humanity

Each of them loves the magic mirror. In it they find the world’s only reflection of their

charisma. They watch as their many divinely conferred talents impress the world. The small

group of their ambivalent chosen few appear in their mirror as a sea of unwavering

disciples seated at their feet to listen carefully to their every proclamation and to record for

posterity each of their many prophecies. They are legends in their own mirror.

The reflection they see shows the masses transfixed by them. They see themselves in

their crystal towers, planted majestically for eternity on their thrones of gold.

I refer, of course, to America's newest holier–than–thou trinity: Stephen Colbert, Tony

Schwartz and Michael Moore, each of whom sees a distorted reflection of reality produced

by a distorted mirror.

Reality has its own reflection, though, which shows that the fake holy trinity glows as

only wannabe deities glow—three dirty–orange lights powered by nearly dead batteries

and merged into one sputtering dull and dying star. This new media–empowered deity

promotes half–truths, conceals justice in its black hole and shines its dim and fading light

only on Michael Moore’s narrow way.

Our three prophets’ star emits old, tired and fading crackling pulses that are enhanced

and disseminated by the old, tired and fading bullhorns and video projectors of MSNBC,

CNN, The New York Times and all other dinosaurs of the status quo media that stubbornly

refuse to succumb to the extinction that waits patiently and confidently at their doorstep.
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The trio are emboldened by the accuracy rate of their prophecies, which stands

officially at one hundred percent because their media advocates do the calculations and

double check their own math. Media math rules in their favor each time a calculation is

needed for confirmation of their predictions.

The triplets have been secretly posted all along the watchtower for more than a year.

Today they share their eschatological musings with us. Be warned. Read at your own risk.

Do not, under any circumstance, read these visions in front of children or the elderly. You

might even want to borrow the MSNBC guy’s baby blankie to clutch as you read (more on

him later). This is heavy stuff.

Behold The Induction:

The three–headed beast, represented by the evil number, 20.5.4.10.20, will rise quickly

if The Evil Donald J. Trump becomes the president of the United States. The Evil One’s

ascension will usher into power the very core of absolute evil (the Basket of Irredeemable

Deplorables) and the dreaded Masses of Evil Regulars. This new unholy trinity will rule the

entire world. Unspeakable malevolence will reign unchecked. (I might have embellished

that just slightly.)

Remove the lid. Reveal The Revelation (Schwartz’s wording again?):

Two hundred sixty two thousand six hundred fourteen nuclear bombs explode

throughout the world just before Earth collides with Jupiter, which happens just before the

sun burns out (nice, subtle opening, don’t you think?).

 Just prior to the explosion of the two hundred sixty two thousand six hundred fourteen

nuclear bombs, entire civilizations cease to exist due to rampant pestilence and mass

starvation.

You see, The Three Gs (Goofballs or Geniuses, depending on which side you’re on)

believe that The Evil DJT teams up with his boyfriend, The Vlad (just keep reading; there’s

not enough time for the story on that one), and they form SCHINCAPRC (Super Capitalist

Humans, Incorporated, A Proud Russian Company).

SCHINCAPRC’s secret company plan to develop a super race of conservative humans

backfires. Instead of a super race of conservative humans, super evil DJT capitalist bugs are

accidentally developed.

The bugs escape and eat too much of the world’s food, even as the poorer, weaker bugs

go without and starve to death. The huge bugs then take over the world, and worldwide

famine is the result (except at Mar-A-Lago, because neither bugs nor famine are allowed

inside the club).

Michael Moore believes this particular prophecy to be especially true because he
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verified it with Brian Williams, Michael Moore, Al Sharpton, Michael Moore, Al Gore (so

many Als, so little time), Michael Moore and The Babs.

Millions of old people are thrown out of skyscraper windows, but only men are tossed

(reparations to women, I believe). The Three Gs believe that conservatives will rid the

world of “human waste” (conservatives’ new term for the elderly?) to free up space in their

private clubs.

Trump finds out about our trio's idea (telepathy, maybe?) and likes it so much that he

goes on worldwide television and claims that he thought of it first. He and Al (Gore) get into

a vicious argument over who, exactly, was the creator of the idea, Gore (who created

everything, except for the bad things) or The Trump.

TGOAODJT (The Great One And Only Donald J. Trump) follows through with the

program, and it proves to be a tremendous success. No one realizes until all twelve million

old guys are tossed that The DJT was right all along with his initial math: Each discarded old

guy clears up an average of two cubic feet in each room of each private club in America.

Al (Gore) claims during a televised debate between him and Darth Vader (an otherwise

unrelated debate about who, actually, created Star Wars, Al [Gore] or that other guy who

keeps taking credit for it) that there's something wrong with the math used for Trump’s

human waste disposal calculations. Al (Gore) knows math, he says, for two reasons: 1. He

invented math way back when he created the universe; 2. There is no debate about it.

Al abruptly walks off of the debate stage while mumbling, “I do not understand why I

came here. I am the creator of this whole thing, so there is no debate. I don't know what I

was thinking when I agreed to participate in a debate that does not really exist.”

There shall be a widespread Hitlerian disregard for the truth. (Tony Schwartz and Sir

Lawrence, The O’Donnell, got together and created a screwball fifty–cent term that does not

really exist, perhaps? Just sayin’.) Scores of the masses (the twelve who tune in regularly

to MSNBC plus the eighteen who still read the New York Times) shall listen to Lawrence

O’Donnell’s proclamation: Sir Lawrence shall state that there is a Hitlerian disregard for the

truth. Then he shall open his mouth again and shall prove to the masses (all thirty) that it

is so.

Behold the continued evil:

TDTG (The Donald The Great) commands that the Clinton News Network must change

its name to The Donald News Network. Even the Cartoon Network changes its name. It

becomes The Donald Duck Network Staring The Greatest Duck Of All Time, Much, Much

Better Than All Previous Ducks That Have Ever Existed In All Of Human History, All The

Way Back To The Beginning, Three Thousand Years Ago: The Donald Duck Network
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Television Programing Center For The Donald's Ducks And All Other Ducks Everywhere

(shortened to Donald Duck Network).

DNN and DDN then streamline all broadcasts by showing a picture of TD (The Donald)

and TDD (The Donald Duck) 24/7 (that’s it, just one picture of TD set next to one picture of

TDD every day, around the clock). Ratings soar. TD reports that “billions and billions of

Americans tune in more than twenty–four hours each day to see my picture.”

Muslim women throughout the world are allowed to speak for themselves in place of

the current system that requires that only Oprah or Lady Hillary speak for them.

(Regardless of our individual religious or political beliefs, all of us absolutely have to agree

that this one is shocking.)

Muslim women are also permitted to read versions of the Qur’an other than the OPQ

version (Oprah Palatable Qur’an), so long as the women do so under the strict supervision

of an Oprah– and Lady Hillary–approved imam or iwomam that has also been sanctioned

by The Babs and the ladies on The View.

We are all forced to accept humans that are produced when parents raise their own

children. This proves to be a huge disappointment to unemployed Lady Hillary, who

believes that children should be reared by village idiots. (Okay, that was a predictable cheap

shot. Too easy, I know. I couldn't resist.)

This one will scare you half to death: Tony Schwartz finds it necessary to write episode

scripts for The Three Stooges. (God help us all.) Here’s the story: It turns out that The DJT

is not a pathological liar, wild-eyed ax murderer, and fascist maniac. As a result (and per

their deal with the devil), Stephen Colbert, Tony Schwartz and Michael Moore star as The

Three Stooges without having to act the parts.

However, even though acting the parts is not necessary  — because reality really is

better than fiction — TGTGWTTHTS (The Great Trump Ghost Writer Turned Trump Hater,

Tony Schwartz) (Larry) insists on scripts, so he writes the first one (lucky us).

TT (The Tony) uses his creative genius to create fifty-cent words that do not otherwise

exist (which comforts all of us to know that everything is as it should be with TT). This

confuses Moe (The Colbert) and Curly (TGAUPMWLOIRNWEPBWAKTEPLITHS-FMDH [The

Great And Uber Principled Moore Who Lives Only In Regular Neighborhoods With Everyday

People Because We All Know That Everyday People Live In Two Hundred Seventy-Five

Million Dollar Homes]).

After days of rehearsals, Moe and Larry find Curly running in circles in a rubber room

and saying repeatedly, “I hate Trump. I hate Trump. I hate Trump...” Moe stops Curly, slaps

him, and says, “What do you think you're doing? Pick two!” Curly replies, “Okay, you want
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two? Here they are: 1. I'm copying Larry by running in circles while repeating myself; 2. I'm

paraphrasing Larry's entire script.”

Editor’s note: There are many prophecies remaining. They are more intense and much

more upsetting to read than the evil you were exposed to so far. Proceed with caution. Take

a break and get a glass of water. Don’t forget the MSNBC guy’s baby blankie. Clutch it tightly.

 PTD (President The Donald) delivers a major policy speech in which he encourages

the widespread consumption of over–sized soft drinks in New York. Mayor

Bloomingwhatsit (forgot his name) is horrified at the prospect of life in the presence of this

evil. He pours a single-serve, three hundred seventy-two ounce soda (sweetened with TES

[The Evil Sugar]) on his head and jumps from Trump Tower's limousine in protest.

Children are required to count to one hundred (by counting objects, such as rocks,

marbles, etc., by ones) by the time they graduate high school. Those graduating from elite

charter schools are required to count to one hundred by counting failed social program laws

by ones, fives, tens, and even twenties.

All minorities cease to exist. (Don’t tell these three guys, but this means that all of us

are goners because there really is no such thing as a majority. We haven’t told them or their

friends that we’ve figured this out, though, because it’s so much fun to observe them as they

create majorities that really don’t mathematically exist in order to then pit fake majority

groups against all minority groups. They're so cute when they manipulate math and

minorities that way.)

We will not find the word “conservative” as a search result in our thesauruses when

we search on the words, “bigot” or even “hate.” (Al [Sharpton] and Chris Matthews go into

shock. They are both committed to an “institution for the mentally, emotionally, socially and

racially shocked” because they are found multiple times outside the corporate offices of

dictionary companies planting remotely detonated M-80s in the flower gardens that are

exploded each time a conservative should be, but is not, labeled to be a hate-filled

pig/crazed monster/slave trader/evil dog for asking unacceptably radical questions, such

as, “What time is it?”)

The National Organization Of A Couple Of Women is labeled by the Southern Christian

Leadership Whatchamacallit Group as an unacceptable hate group because their name

seems to indicate that they hate only a couple of heterosexual white women and leave out

all others.

In order to appease the SCLWG — and in order to prove that they hate all people

equally — The National Organization Of A Couple Of Women changes its name to the

National Organization Of A Couple Of Women And Three Or Four Others Who Were Once
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Women But Now Are Not And Even Several Others Who Were Once Men But Now Are Not

And Don’t Forget Those Who Do Not Know Which Bathroom To Use Because They, Too,

Were Once One Way But Are Now The Other But Forgot Which Way They Went So They

Can’t Even Find The Bathrooms And Then There Are Those In The Middle Except Fox’s

Foxes Because They’re All Perfect Heterosexual Female Specimens Except Without Gay

Makeup Artists And The Transvestite Eskimoes Except For Those Eskimoes That Have

Previously Been Permitted To Use The American Cherokee Indian Tepee Bathrooms Unless

Said Bathrooms Are Occupied By Formally Gay But Now Straight But Still Crooked Hillary

Or Illegal Mexican Transvestites Named George Who Used To Be Jorge But Whose Changed

Name When Changed Back After The Second Operation Was Americanized By Gringos Who

Are Also Gay Redneck Crackers Who Are Secretly Plotting To Rid America Of Immigrants

With The Last Name Jenner Unless Whites And Chinese Women And Men Are Prohibited

To Do So Because Of The Don’t Ask Don’t Tell Half Man Half Woman Association Of The

Jewish Gay Christian Buddhist Apache Naked (I mean, Native) American People or Persons

Against The Misuse Of The United States Navy Submarine Bathrooms.

The group also changes its slogan from, “We Hate A Few Good Women, And We Hate

Them Equally” to, “We Hate All People And Others, And We Hate Them All Equally, And All

Others As Well.”

Leaders of the Southern Christian Leadership Whatchamacallit Group are happy with

the changes but will keep the new group on their watch list for one hundred years to make

sure that the group’s hate is maximized at all times and that no one is left out.

Equal rights are equalized. Thousands of equal rights attorneys are incensed. They hit

the unemployment line first, then the protest line. Their protest signs read, “Give Us Back

Our Unequal Rights So That We Will Have Something To Whine About And So That We Can

Continue To Make A Fortune By Pitting Americans Against One Another.” (The signs were

fairly large, I guess.)

Fox’s foxes multiply. (Think about that one for a moment; it’ll come to you, and, if

you’re a heterosexual male, you’ll like it when you get it.)

Oprah has to learn to read because she is required by The DJTMOER'R (The Donald J.

Trump Masses Of Evil Regulars' Regulators) to read books herself instead of paying her

personal readers to do it for her.

All of Oprah's readers hit the unemployment line, resulting in a surge in the

unemployment rate to fifty percent, causing havoc in the markets. Oprah then buys the

markets (all of them) from Wall Street and sells them all a few weeks later to Chinese Street

for a seventy–two percent profit.
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Oprah then broadcasts a series on her new network, OOEIY (Oprah Owns Everything

Including You), in which unemployed Oprah readers from throughout the world empty their

souls to Dr. Iz and Dr. Philippe about what it is like to live a life completely devoid of the

normal respect one would expect/receive when possessing the talents necessary to serve

so great a master as Oprah with their reading skills.

Each member of the studio audience is given a free SpaceX rocket (slightly used) and

a copy of Oprah's new book, I'll Own You Forever Because I Paid Damn Good Money For

You—How To Benefit From A Lifetime Of Making Oprah Your Only Guru And At The Same

Time Making Her Disgustingly Rich And Right About Everything.

We are allowed to call Satanists mean names. Pre–DJT, this did not sit well with Oprah,

so you will recall that she bought the rights to the name (and she went ahead and bought

all the Satanists, too) and forbad all of her subjects, sorry, I mean, all of the world’s

inhabitants, from using the word in any derogatory manner.

Anyway, The DJT forces Oprah to sell him the rights to the word (he probably used the

evil eminent domain laws) and legalizes once again the misuse of the word.

We are allowed to call terrorists mean names. Ditto the two paragraphs above.

History is to be accepted as history. (I don't have a smart-alike follow up to that. I just

think it would be neat if we thought about the possibility.)

The world's twelve million scientists are required to attend church regularly in order

to be approved by the newly–formed DJT University Institute for Science, Evolution And

Other Stuff Associated With And Related To Science And Stuff, which takes over as the

scientist operator licensing organization.

Scientists are required to pay a nominal fee of $3,000 each Friday in order to be

properly licensed. Checks are accepted and can be made payable to the Institute’s shortened

name: Trump University.

Scientists have two choices if they want to comment about this new system: 1. They

can write a completely objective five-star review on The Donald's website that will be

placed there for display with the other twenty-eight million completely objective five-star

reviews; 2. They can post a review with four or fewer stars in a black hole.

Conservative Christianity’s message will be allowed to be presented and accepted as

a message of love. (Now you’re just pushing it. How did it all get so bad as to allow the

Christian message to become a message of love?!)

Mathematicians & scientists are expected to use something other than comedy math

and/or comedy science when computing the net carbon footprints of rich Hollywood,

California, residents. The similarly named laughable math/laughable science and silly

math/silly science are also discouraged.
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Al (Gore) and The Babs protest by hiring several million people to march in New York.

Thirty-one protesters show up. (The rest forgot.) MSNBC, using its “magic camera that sees

what is not real” dutifully reports the march as the “Multiple Million Person Protest Against

Oppression Of Fake Global Warming Math, Science And Other Good Stuff.”

Human beings have their basic rights increased to equal the basic rights animals now

have. PETA members whine, cry and slobber around about it.

When The BRAMSNBC (The Bloodhound Reporters At MSNBC) figure out (four days

after it happens) that Lady Hillary did not win the presidency, MSNBC's executives change

MSNBC from a 24-hour-a-day advertisement for Hillary Clinton to a 23.999999-hour-a-day

advertisement for Hillary Clinton. Scores of their fourteen regular viewers cry for weeks

over the change. (I really like that one.)

MSNBC’s viewer market share surges from .0000000000002% to

.000000000000200000000001%.

Brian Williams carries on MSNBC’s proud tradition of completely unbiased reporting.

He looks straight into the camera and, with a completely straight face, says, “We here at

MSNBC give it to you straight. We do not favor any person when we cover news stories or

at any other time.”

TB (The Brian) then gives an example of MSNBC’s objective coverage of Hillary Clinton:

“For example,” he says, “Hillary Clinton arrived in Syria last week in a helicopter under

heavy enemy gun fire. She was shot two hundred twenty–seven times, survived sixty–one

operations, still got up each night and served as a volunteer at the Aleppo nursing home,

helping old people to the bathroom and back to bed, recovered completely from her

gunshot wounds in twelve hours, founded an orphanage for thirty seven million orphans,

dove into machine gun fire at our Benghazi embassy, saved nine thousand four hundred

twelve American citizens, helped thirty two hundred little old ladies cross the street, then

finally returned home and single handedly built two hundred seventy five thousand nine

hundred twelve houses for Habitat for Humanity.

“The reason I know all of this is because I was in Syria with her when it all went down,

and I was shot six hundred twelve times before I was able to save her life by killing four

hundred thirteen enemy soldiers with my bare hands while hanging up side down from the

helicopter as it traveled at the speed of light—I mean, sound, the speed of sound. She built

the houses all on her own, though, because I was on the moon at the time building the new

three hundred seventy-five story skyscraper there with my bare hands. I was under enemy

fire from Martians the entire time.”

DJT’s pesky disputes with the Supreme Court end when DJT eliminates the court
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altogether (through a combination of executive order, eminent domain and Hitlerian

disregard for the truth). TD then replaces the inscription on the outside of the court building

with the words, “Trump’s Tower of Power, E Singular Domini.” (Word Wizard, Tony

Schwartz, helped with the new wording, I believe.) From that point on, “The Big Court”

(Trump changed the name) rules unanimously one hundred percent of the time in Trump’s

favor.

Obama worship goes out of vogue (tragic). As a result TTEO (The Trump Evil One)

orders all two million four hundred twelve thousand seven hundred sixteen gold life-sized

statues of TOO (The Obama One) to be melted down (using the heat captured from global

warming). TTEO orders the gold to be sold to pay for his son's birthday party. Turns out that

Oprah had one of the gold statues in TOIS (The Oprah's Inner Sanctum) that TTEO did not

know about. Oprah keeps that one for her personal use (for her personal worship services,

and, especially, for the hourly worship services she requires Dr. Iz and Dr. Philippe to attend

per their lifetime contract/indentured servant agreements with her).

The managers at www.moveon.org forget to pay the domain name renewal fee (most

likely a conspiracy involving The DJT). Trump buys it for its market value (based on its

twelve site hits in the previous ten years) of $1.03 and places a picture of himself on all

pages of the site, 24/7, for all the world to admire—I mean, to see. Three people notice the

change, one of whom is George Soros.

From his jail cell, George Soros whines, cries and slobbers around. (While rounding up

the nation's now eight hundred million illegal Mexican immigrants, The Donald J. Trump

Masses Of Evil Regulars mistook him for an illegal alien named Jorge Soros from Mexico City

because of his Mexican–sounding name, so he is in jail awaiting deportation to Mexico when

this all goes down.)

George then buys all possible letter combinations of website addresses that can

possibly exist (eminent domain again, or, as Tony Schwartz might write in order to create

a fifty-cent term, “emminent damnation”) and renames the entire worldwide web to

www.moveon.org. The number of www.moveon.org subscribers doubles to eight.

George forgets to purchase one web address, though: www.movein.org, which Trump

buys. Trump moves in and becomes George’s neighbor. Al (Gore) is furious (because he

wants to be George's neighbor), and delivers a fiery speech to the United Nations during

which he gets carried away (again?) and claims to have been the founder of the letters that

comprise both web addresses and all other letter combinations in all languages ever known

to man (or woman).

Al sues The George and The Donald for interfering with God’s (Al’s) creation. The judge
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questions him about why in the world he believes that he is the founder of letters. Al replies

to the judge that, of course he is the founder of letters because he is the creator of all things

in heaven and earth, and he can prove it because there is no debate about it. (The judge is

frightened.)

Global warming cools down. Al takes credit.

Global cooling heats up. Al does not know exactly what to do until he first consults with

his team of world scientific, global warming and squirrel experts (more on the squirrels

later): George Clooney, Tom Cruise, Crazy Bernie, the ladies on The View, and, of course, The

Babs.

Al also consults his medium friends, including Theresa Caputo and Al Sharpton (well,

he saw something in Tawana Brawley that we all missed, didn't he?). Sure enough, Al (Gore)

gets his answer: The warming of global cooling ain’t good, and it ain’t debatable. (Babs said

so.) So Al (Gore) does not take credit, but in a carefully–worded public statement he

reserves the rights to claim credit should it become necessary to do so (i.e., if The Babs

orders him to do so).

Caputo and Sharpton prophecy that the subject is dead, but only for now, because both

of them are getting vibes. They believe that it wants to make a comeback soon. Stay tuned

(unless you already know how it ends).

Al (Gore) (you didn’t really believe that I would stop milking this one, did you?) is

forced by The Trump's masses to cut his electric bill to seventeen thousand dollars a week.

Al accomplishes this by giving up his 786,000 square foot mansion to the squirrels of

Tennessee so that they will have a place to live in comfort as partial reparation for the

millions of squirrels throughout history that were slaughtered by the people of Tennessee

for stealing bird seed.

This reduces Al’s average weekly electric bill by .0000000000000002%, to right at

$17,000 a week, barely satisfying TEDJT (The Evil Donald J. Trump), while at the same time

providing the squirrels with the coldest nuts possible.

“The Tennessee Department of Squirrel Concerns,” “Nuts In Favor Of the Preservation

and Advancement of Al Gore, His Nuts and His Squirrels and Their Nuts,” and the newly

renamed “People Eating Tasty Animals” (see below) all honor Al for his achievement with

a bronze plaque depicting a squirrel with two massive nuts above the inscription, “All of Al’s

Creations Increase The Size And Number Of Nuts Everywhere.” (Okay, just clean it up—the

two oversized nuts are representative of the reparation due and paid to the squirrels.)

All of this makes all of Al’s friends ecstatic. Both of them jump for joy.

Keith Olbermann gets his Als confused, and it's ugly. (He didn’t realize that he no longer
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works for Al Jazeera, I guess.) He mistakenly goes in front of an MSNBC camera and begins

to rant against “that evil Al” (presumably Al, The Jazeera, but who knows?).

Rachel Maddow doesn't know what to think of it all, so she frantically makes up one

of her painfully “relevant” stories about something that happened in 1971 (again?).

The MSNBC guy with the dorky glasses that parrots Maddow (forgot his name) wets

his pants while sucking his thumb and clutching his baby blankie because Keith loses it

(believe it or not) and destroys the entire MSNBC set, including all of MSNBC's cameras

(both of them).

Keith suddenly realizes that he is screaming about the wrong Al, but he instructs his

lawyers to sue Al Gore, Al Jazeera, Al Franken and Al Sharpton anyway, because he sues

everyone and anyone at least once in their lifetime for something evil they have done, or

will do, to him (slightly scary?).

Keith then names Al Gore as the worst Al in the world. Al Jazeera, Al Franken and Al

Sharpton sue because their feelings are hurt (because Keith had already contracted with

them as the worst Als in the world, but he forgot about doing so because he has named all

sixty billion people who have ever lived at least once each as his worst person in the world).

Keith then moves next door to the ESPN studio, sits calmly in front of the camera and

proceeds to lose control again, this time slamming away at Al Michaels as the worst person

in the wide world of sports. Jim McKay's estate representatives file suit immediately.

Back to Al (Gore). Big Al once again basks in his creative genius (Did you forget already

that he created the first controlled environment for squirrels with cold nuts?), but he does

so “poor and principled,” and living in the streets, just as he prefers it.

Though content with having used his creative genius for the good of all mankind yet

again, and also okay with being homeless and hungry (after having given his abode to the

squirrels and their nuts and having lost everything else in Keith's lawsuit against him), Al

moves into Barbra’s 22,000 square foot air conditioned horse barn.

The Babs’s horses are put out to pasture.

Animal rights activists whine, cry and slobber around as soon as Babs’s horses hit the

door.

The Babs caves and buys a portable air conditioner unit for each horse.

The Babs imports illegal Mexicans and assigns seventeen to each horse.

The Babs’ personal Mexicans are required to take turns holding one of the portable air

conditioning units over each horse as the horses gallop through their fifty two thousand

three hundred seventy-five square mile pasture, making it the first pasture in history to be

fully air conditioned.
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Keith confuses The Babs (because he's now in front of a Fix News camera railing

against Alan Colmes). She sees him in the studio and presumes that she is on MSNBC for an

“interview” held to get her opinion on all things science and all other stuff too. A Fix News

reporter asks why her horses are suffering, the portable air conditioner units are wasting

the world’s precious energy while expelling pollution, and the Mexicans are worked to

death chasing after her horses. The Babs pulls out her checkbook and asks, “how much this

time?”

Al (Franken) interrupts Babs’s interview, pops his mug in front of the Fix News camera

(yes, while wearing the rabbit glasses) and tells a long, and more than slightly painful, joke

that no one gets (nothing new, right?). He laughs wildly at himself for two hours before his

other personality takes over. He then loses control and begins screaming at Bill O’Rielly

(who is nowhere around).

Fix News Channel guys in white coats wrestle Al (Franken) to the ground, inject him

with his medication, and carry him off to Fix’s rubber room. Then, all alone in the rubber

room, Al (Franken) is tortured (well, it’s Fix News Channel, and they believe in torture, don’t

they?) 24/7 with an endless video loop of one of Bill O’Reilly’s Talking Points segments (just

pick one, because they’re all the same), followed by one of Greg Gutfeld’s gray–star (and

never sought after) commentaries, followed by one of Judge Jeanine Pirro’s Opening

Statements (the only segment in existence in which she is dogmatic).

Should Al (Franken) decide not to behave himself, a Lawrence O’Donnell “Last Word”

lecture (now we’re talking real torture) is added to each of the three segments listed above.

The loop is a big hit with the torture crowd, and it is officially certified by DJT to be “torture

beyond that which should be permitted in a civilized world.”

Roger Ailes (long before he was “reminded” where the “permanent exit” door was) had

the rubber room installed years ago for Al (Franken) and Bill O’Reilly to use when needed

(hourly, I believe, or as either of them feels a tirade coming on).

TEO (The Evil One [Trump]) requires PETA to change its name to People Eating Tasty

Animals.

PETA’s name change causes animal rights activists to whine, cry and slobber around

again.

The twelve million illegal immigrants who work as domestic servants in the homes of

Hollywood’s elite actors are added to the already-known eleven million number of illegal

Mexicans used by the HCSMP (Hollywood California Sunshine Mountain People) to maintain

their homes, raise their children, their animals and their pet plants, and to feed California

grapes to their personal gurus. The Hollywood city council immediately hires thousands of
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the millions of the now out of work carbon footprint mathematicians and scientists and

orders them to fix the “problem with the Mexican math.”

The city council even gives them the answer. “We need for you to arrive at the

conclusion that there are one thousand undocumented Mexican workers in the entire state

of California and that they all work for Donald Trump's children.” Fifteen minutes later TW

(The Wizards) produce, just has they produced for decades when required to come up with

the net carbon footprints of rich Californians. (Practice makes perfect.)

Al (Gore) discovers that, in order to reduce her carbon footprint and eliminate the

possibility that the vibes in the barn might disturb The Babs when she’s meditating with her

personal guru, The Babs does not permit Internet access in her barn.

This is not a problem for Al because he created the original Internet so he just clones

his original, modifies the clone slightly so that it does not produce those annoying vibes, and

successfully uses the cloned Internet to surf. (You forgot that Al also invented cloning and

surfboards, didn’t you?)

Al (Gore) has a few “choice websites” that he feels compelled to access at least a few

times each day for his global warming research. (It seems that the world is heating up more

since Al originally created the Internet from a phenomenon Al calls “male human warming”

that seems to increase when certain websites are accessed by men.) Al’s theory is that this

phenomenon is one of the contributing factors to global warming and, therefore, requires

him to do extensive research.

His new book, for which he received a nine hundred million dollar advance (lost to

Keith in his lawsuit against Al) from a consortium of his worldwide global warming

charitable organizations, I Created It All But Everyone Else Heats It Up, is due out next year.

Morning Joe leans the other way (great segue, don't you think?).

When Morning Joe leans the other way, he and Chris Hayes (the MSNBC guy with the

dorky glasses whose name I could not come up with before) fall into each other, accidentally

kiss and fall deeply in love and decide to get married.

Rachel Maddow officiates at Joe and Chris’s wedding. During her homily The Rachel

tells a short story (seven hours) about a similar situation that took place in 275,000 B.C. that

is relevant to this sacred event. This does not sit well with Sean Hannity, because, it turns

out that Rachel is not “ordinated to the correct orientation.” (Don't blame me, that's a direct

quote from Sean. Take it up with him if you have a problem with it.)

Sean suffers a heart attack, a stroke and a nervous breakdown over Joe & Chris’s

wedding—not over the gay marriage issue, but because Joe and Chris did not behave during

courting as Sean's idol, Daddy Duggar (forgot his first name), believes couples should
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behave during such a sacred time in their relationship.

Sean interviews Daddy (Duggar), and Daddy says, “This is just wrong. Joe was leaning

the other way, and I believed that he was falling for Mika Brzezinski but instead he fell in

the opposite direction. I do not understand today’s world at all. Joe and Mika are both

recently divorced. This was supposed to be a God–ordained double divorce followed by a

God–ordained heterosexual remarriage. What happened?! Everything’s up–side–down

today. Even divorce is not sacred any longer.”

The Sean wets his pants from nervousness, borrows The Rachel's parrot's blankie,

finally settles down, and has the where with all to seek advice from his “always stable rock

of solid biblical counselors,” the Family Research Counsel. (Thank God.) The Sean calls

TGFRCCHL (The Great Family Research Counsel Counselor Hot Line), asks to speak to the

president of FRC, but the president is busy on his computer, assisting Al (Gore) with Al's

research on the Internet. As a result, PTP (Perky The Prez) — as FRC's president is known

to millions of online “secret admirers” — does not notice that Sean is on the line and that

the line is open.

Sean gets impatient and shouts into the phone, “Do you believe, sir, Mr. FRC President,

sir, that two men should, you know, have at each other, especially while courting? Is that not

the very definition of unacceptably obscene human conduct, sir? What say you, sir?” Sean

and his twelve viewers hear only heavy breathing on the other end of the phone before PTP

suddenly realizes that the line is open when he hears The Sean's soft and soothing (and not

the least bit irritating) voice. Perky quickly answers the phone while still breathing heavily,

“Josh Duggar here.”

The Sean goes crying and screaming into The Kelly’s (you didn’t think I was going to

let the fair & balanced queen off the hook, did you?) office to whine, cry and slobber around.

Kelly’s office — also known as either FAUX News’s House Of Mirrors, or Donald Trump’s

House Of Hell — is tricky. All walls and trick hallways are lined with mirrors so that

TQOF&BN’H (The Queen Of Fair & Balanced Nonsense’s Hairdresser), her three hundred

forty–seven other assistants and TQOF&BN’H’s twelve assistants can see the queen at all

times and from all angles as she is carried to her throne (her seat in front of the camera)

each night for her “news” program (her nightly 60–minute tirade against DJT and other

men/FIX News endless “fair & balanced” promotion).

TERF&BQ’S (The Endlessly Repeating Fair & Balance Queen’s) night’s program is

somewhat repetitive (but only to those pesky 7.4 billion critics), but her regular eighteen

viewers absolutely love it: “We here at FIX News are fair & balanced. I hate Donald Trump.

We here at FIX News are fair & balanced. I hate Donald Trump. We here at FIX News are fair
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SEE NEXT PAGE FOR HUGE ANNOUNCEMENT FROM FAUX NEWS!

& balanced. I hate Donald Trump. We here at FIX News are fair & balanced. I hate Donald

Trump. We here at FIX News are fair & balanced. I hate Donald Trump. Please enjoy this

commercial break” [insert ad from FIX News promoting their fair & balanced format with

an ad featuring TERF&BQ saying eighteen times, “We here at FIX News are fair & balanced.

I hate Donald Trump”].

Back from commercial break: “We here at FIX News are fair & balanced. I hate Donald

Trump. We here at FIX News are fair & balanced. I hate Donald Trump. We here at FIX News

are fair & balanced. I hate Donald Trump. We here at FIX News are fair & balanced. I hate

Donald Trump. We here at FIX News are fair & balanced. I hate Donald Trump. Please enjoy

this commercial break” [insert ad from FIX News promoting their fair & balanced format

with an ad featuring TERF&BQ saying eighteen times, “We here at FIX News are fair &

balanced. I hate Donald Trump”]. Repeat.

Tony Schwartz gets a real job and stops earning his money by rambling on and on and

on and on and on and on and on and on and on and on and on and on, telling us how often

Trump repeats himself. TTS (Tony The Schwartz) goes through extensive two–hour therapy

and realizes that he does not hate Trump any longer, but that he actually loves him and

apparently loved him all along. Tony then turns his obsession—I mean, his attention, to The

Vlad. (Think about that one for a moment. It’ll come to you.)

Okay, the part about Schwartz getting a real job and getting over Trump is just too far

from reality to be taken seriously. I’ll take that one back, but the rest really are solid

prophecies. The Stooges said so, and Al (Gore) says, “You can't debate that, because it's

going to happen. I know for sure. I created it. I double checked with myself. It's solid. The.

Debate. Is. Over.”

Editor’s notes:

I have to end here. Al (Gore) said so.

Special bonus for those of you who were loony enough to read this drivel all the way to the

end: Attached you will find the promotional flyer for Megyn Kelly’s reprise of her hugely

successful, Trump Trash Marathon. You are among the first to know about the marathon!

“Don’t miss it!” Kelly says, “I’m planning to tear off some more Trump flesh. Be sure to watch

with the kids.”
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— PAY ATTENTION! —

HUGE ANNOUNCEMENT FROM FAUX NEWS!

FAUX “NEWS” GREW TIRED OF ITS HIGH RATINGS. THE POWERS THAT BOW (TO MEGYN KELLY)

DECIDED TO GO AHEAD AND DRIVE THOSE RATINGS RIGHT INTO THE GROUND (HOPEFULLY AS

FAR DOWN AS THE RATINGS FOR MSNBC AND CNN), USING MEGYN “THE PILE DRIVER” KELLY.

THEY HAVE A BRILLIANT STRATEGY TO ACCOMPLISH THIS GOAL. IT’S CALLED (READY FOR THIS?):

TRUMP TRASH MARATHON

(“The Reprise”)

Staring Megyn Kelly | Co–staring Megyn Kelly | Produced by Megyn Kelly

Directed by Megyn Kelly | Written by Megyn Kelly | Edited by Megyn Kelly

Lorded (or Lordessed) over by Megyn Kelly | All Vengeance provided by Megyn Kelly

Facts by Megyn Kelly | Falsehoods by Megyn Kelly | Opinions by Megyn Kelly

Megyn Kelly’s 12 Bathrooms (including all 439 mirrors) cleaned by:

Sean Hannity, Chris Wallace, Bill O’Reilly & Patti Ann Browne

Special thanks to the executives of the World Wrestling Federation

for their inspiration and direct consultation. “We would not have

been able to do this ‘pile driver’ correctly without you.” – M. Kelly 

CAN YOU BELIEVE IT? ISN’T IT BRILLIANT?!

From now until the end of Donald Trump’s presidency, Faux will broadcast 24/7 nothing but

Megyn Kelly unleashing her wrath on Donald Trump. No advertisements and none of those pesky

Faux News true journalists. Think of it! An angry woman senselessly slapping around a rich,

successful and powerful man (special bonus slapping, too: he’s the president of the United States)!

DO. NOT. MISS. IT. Free popcorn for the first three viewers. (The remaining five have to pay for

their own.) “Get your DVR ready,” Megyn says, “I’m gettin’ me some more Trump blood, and this

time around I’m takin’ flesh. Be sure to bring the kids, especially the girls, so that I can teach ‘em

how to bury their enemies under an endless avalanche of pure hell–fire vengeance. This time

around I promise to use the ‘pile driver’ on him.”

HERE ARE THE FULL DETAILS: Megyn Kelly

AND BE READY TO HEAR FAUX’S NEW SLOGAN 694,906,817,741,367,486,618 TIMES!:

“FAIRLY OUT OF BALANCE”


